EbayWonder3, strange offers of Ihagee/Exakta items found on eBay
By Hugo Ruys

EXA Jhagee Drezden
[A zurprizingly new variazion to ze zpelling. HR]

Exkata Bellows Schneider lens I do not have an Extata to try this out on to test it.
[That is extatly the problem we all have. HR]

This is a EXAKTA RTL 100 WE ARE NOT CAMERA EXPERTS SO

PLEASE EMAIL WITH ANY QUESTIONS
[Question: Anyone there who can read? HR]

EXAKTA JHANGE CAMERA
[How many JHANGE cameras did we miss on eBay in the past? HR]
This lens is a very brighten one during this ages,but the coating was by chemistray
[This must be a computer translation, but from what language? HR]
An unknown red filter, approximately series 5.5 marked JHAGEE – Dresden Germany.
Possibly for a Rollei
[Is that because filters marked Rollei are for Ihagee cameras? HR]

CASPECO 35 MM TELEPHOTO LENS
[Not what you think. It was a 200 mm lens. HR]
serial # and name of previous owner inscribed on extrerior of nose rim from previous owner
[This previous owner, a traditional African no doubt, must miss his nose rim terribly. HR]
The lever does advance the film spool. The waste level finder snaps open nicely. The SLR’ I am
familiar with allow you to focus through the lens but this one is not visable. If it has a mirror to
accomplish this I can not find it, it may be behind the curtain shutter which I have not been able to
apen.
[About a VP Exakta, world’s first SLR’ with a film spool advancer, a snapping waste level finder, a
shutter that can’t be apened, a not visable lens and maybe a mirror behind the curtain. HR]

Due to an increasing demands from Indonesia the following note: I am not as
stupid to accept your stolen credit cards. Honest bidders from Indonesia and
surroundings are welcome but need to be verified (20 feedback) by paypal or can
pay by wire transfer. Got it ?
Please do not ask me to cancel the auction earlier ! I will not.
[Not quite the normal thing, but remarkable. HR]
BELEIVE IT OR NOT IS THIS BEAUTIFUL IN MINT CONDITION.
THE CAMERA COMES WITH THE ORIGINAL CASE BUT IS CRACKED.
[I beleive the seller means someting else. HR]
IHAGEE Kameratasche für alte Praktika (Ihagee camera case for old Praktika)
(At an 85 mm lens) accura fits exakta vxIIa f=86mm 1:1.9 manuel lens
[A little exaggeration seems to help in advertising, but would it help here? HR]
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c.zeiss jena fisheye lens fits exakta vxIIa 4/25
[25 mm fisheye. Fish must be nearly dead. HR]

jena fits exakta vxIIa slr pancolat ,8 55 manuel lens
[If the “r” and the “one” key don’t work, just use another one or skip them. What the heck. HR]

caspeo fit exakta vxIIa slr 28m 1:3.5 [Hopefully with a large truck to carry it. HR]
casapeco 1:3.5 to 4 f=28mm fits exakta vxIIa manuel focus models
[Reader, did you notice that I didn’t make fun of Manuel. Spanish must be his first language. HR]

EXAKTA eyelever finder for Varex models
[With pop-eye effect. HR]
Vintage Ihagee Exakta V (Verex) Copal SX Shutter
[Vely lale. HR]
THIS IS A EXAKTA FASH IT READS DEUTSCHE ELEKTRONIC GMBH
[A Exakta Fash, gosh. HR]

Für EXAKTA ein AXAMAT
[Fits better on an AXAKTA. HR]
THIS IS A EXAKTA MT. FLEKAGON 35 MM F 2.8 LENS
[It ain’t. HR]
Caspeco Auto Wide Angle 2.8/135mm Lens
[Only to the narrow-minded. HR]
(on a 5.5-360mm lens)
Exakta 35mm Schneider Kreuznach Tele Xenar Lense 1:5
[Curiously, the name is spelled correctly. HR]

Lenmar 28mm for EXA 5000
[About a Lentar lens. I’d rather buy the Exa 5000 itself. HR]
EXA IIIa
[Must be the prototype of the Exa 5000. HR]
BALKENAUSZUG FÜR EXAKTA / NAHAUFNAHMEN
[Ein Balkenauszug braucht man doch nur für holzerne Kameras? HR]
Spiegelreflexkamera Jtragee Exakta
[If you have serious eye trouble, this spelling looks correct. HR]
Kilfitt Makro Kilar D 1:35 for Ihagee Exakta
[Very small aperture, no focal length. Must be a pinhole. HR]
Ihagee EXA SLR 35mm, Zeiss Lens, precursor to exakta
[Maybe seller means he had this Exa before his first Exakta. HR]
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You are bidding on a vintage Meyer Gorlitz # 930719 Tele-Megor 1 : 5.5 , f = 18 cm, 3 - 70 meter,
5.5 to 22 lens. It fits the Exakta Kine and VX cameras.It may fit other brands as it has a bayonet
mount.
[First lens on the market that does not focus at infinity. Maybe it does on all those other brands of
cameras with bayonet mount. HR]
Vintage Exakta Varex II9 Camera
[Surprisingly, even in 2004 new varieties of the Varex turn up. HR]
- A ELITE 135MM 1:3.5 - ZOOM LENS
- Exakta RTL 1000 35 mm w/ 50mm zoom lense
- 2x TeleZoom 2x lens doubler for Angenieux lenses
[The fixed-focal-length zoom lenses are more common than I ever thought. HR]
a Exakta RTL 1000 35 mm camera with a panacolor 1.8/ 50mm lense, to take pictures like
profesionals do, i will include 3 rolls of Kodac, no warrenty
[A profesional wouldn’t eat a Kodac roll without werenti. HR]

Exakta VX 500 . Die Kamera verfügt über einen integriereten Blitz.
(The camera possesses an integerated flash)
[So the VX500 was very special after all. HR]

Exakta 18cm - Tele Megor - Goerlitz - Rare Portrait - THIS IS A RATHER RARE
- TELE LENS - BY MAKER MEGOR – GOERLITZ MECHANICS WORK FINE
- DIAPHRAMGH OF LENS IS NOT LOCATABLE - SO WE DON'T KNOW
[The Megor Factories always dislocated the diaphramghs. HR]

VINTAGE IHOGEE DRESDEN EXA FILM CAMERA
Can't figure out where shutter release is on this camera
[Better coll the Ihogee film comero foctory and osk them. HR]
Schöne alte Exakta Kamera von Zeiss Ikon !! Objektiv Biotar 1:2 f = 5,8 cm Carl Zeiss
(Beautiful old Exakta camera from Zeiss Ikon !!)
[Even the lens is not from Zeiss Ikon. HR]

Aufschrift-Objektiv: Ihagee - Dresden - Germany
das Objektiv hat keine Glaseinsaetze mehr!!!
(Inscription on lens: Ihagee - Dresden - Germany)
(The lens doesn’t contain glass parts any more!!!)
[For sale is a set of extension rings. HR]
To use it, there are two rings that would need to turn at the time. One is the aperture and the other is
the clicks that opens and closes the lens.
[The preset system explained as never before. HR]
The glass has haze in it and minor coating scratches on the front element. The coating is coming off
because of the cleaning marks.
[Oh that’s why! HR]
EXAKTA VW OWNERS MANUAL
[Discovery of the Volksexakta. HR]
Zeiss Exakta Kammera 70er Jahre (Zeiss Exakta cammera 1970’s)
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4 Piece Exacta Extension Set for 16MM Lenses
[What trick would he use to screw the 16mm lenses into the 40mm rings? Or do 16mm lenses have
a bayonet? HR]
EXAKTA VXIIa camera with Tokyo Kogaku Auto Topcor f1.4,5.8cm (approximately 68mm)
Lens
[I suspect the secret existence of a special American formula to convert cm into mm. HR]
Here is a post war Exacta by Ihagee. It is spelled with a C instead of an X.
[Maybe the engraver was an X-soldier, shocked by this war. HR]
The top opens up like a double reflex camera and the scene to be photographed is viewed
through there. It views in B & W.
[In those days the whole world was in black & white, wasn’t it? HR
My pictures turned out very fuzzy
[Fuzzier than the descriptions? HR]
aperture works smooth when you snap in down wo the working aperture.
[Do you recognize it? This is a description of the Schacht button-on-barrel diaphragm mechanism.
HR]
Meter prizm for Exakta SLR for repair TTL prizma
[Zeems nize. HR]
German Varex IIb camera made by the company Exakta. The film advancing lever and the shutter
button are also on the lens on this camera. The lens that comes on it is also made in Germany. It is
by Jena and has the number 4827413 on it.. I imagine that's the serial number of the lens.
[The seller certainly has used his imagination more than his eyes. HR]

EXAKTA HOUSEHOLD SYNCH CORD
EXAKTA DUAL PLUG TO HOUSEHOLD AC CONNECTION
[Aren’t Exaktas electrifying enough on their own? HR]
Zeiss Tessar f4.5 4mm lens for Exakta V
[With an opening angle of 720 degrees? HR]
An EXATIA VX, single lens reflex with folcal plain shutter. Screens pop-out and are interchanable.
Body has suffered at least one blow, see dent in ...."tia" in photo.
[Maybe the seller suffered a blow on the head at the same time. HR]
EXATIA VX,.IIb) with folcal plain. This camera is one of the first to incooperate a coupled light
meter to the lens. Light meter has a selium light sensative cell. The lens is removable via batonet
mount. I ship USPS Pri mail (confirmed receipt) for fastest dilivery.
[He never recovered from that blow on the head. HR]
Exacta Image Dresden (on an Ihagee Exakta Varex IIa)
[I have to admit: Dresden is spelled correctly. HR]

it is a fantastic LENS if your use for this it's like (new threats
are beautiful shape as the stretch
[ I don’t know what the described object is, and this doesn’t help. HR]
Exakta VX2g MExakta VX2g Thagee Exakata XV2G
[Seller is only absolutely sure about the 2g. HR]
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